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SUMMARY

Many computer programs exist which solve the diffusion equations

with various types of boundary conditions. Most of them use a

homogeneous approach to the solution. The only program in use at

Chalk River which takes into account explicitly the heterogeneous

structure of a lattice is SYMMETRIZE.

A study of some lattices of 7 and 19-element U0 2 clusters}

which have been measured in ZED-2, was undertaken to compare the

predictions of differents programs with measurements. In this

study HEX, FLAME and SYMMETRIZE were used. Using these programs,

it has been possible to assess the errors associated with most of

the approximations contained in each of these programs and derive

corrections for them. The measured buckling was finally compared

with the bucklings obtained from the programs with these derived

corrections applied.

Chalk River, Ontario
November, 1965.

AECL-2514
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COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED

CRITICAL SIZES FOR SOME ZED-2 LATTICES

by

J. Thibaudeau and E. Critoph

CRRP-.1228

I INTRODUCTION

It was thought worthwhile to compare the results from different

computer programs which solve the diffusion equations, with some

lattice measurements made in ZED-2, to see the ranges of validity

and the errors arising from the different assumptions contained in

each of the programs. The programs chosen for this study did not

contain the same approximations and this enabled us to derive

corrections for the different approximations. One of the objects

of the study was also the comparison of the predictions of

SYMMETRIZE, a computer program which takes into account the

heterogeneous structure of a lattice, with the experimental

measurements. Difficulties' have been experienced previously in

calculating the critical height even though the measured buckling

was known. It appears that these were at least partially due to an

insufficient knowledge of the errors caused by the different approxi

mations contained in the different programs.

II DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS

A brief description of each of the programs used in this study

will be given in this section with special emphasis on the approxi

mations made.

HEX is a computer program for the G-20 which solves the two

group diffusion equations. A special version of HEX has been
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modified to split the fast group in two and this version treats the

fast group as two groups. This is referred to in this report as

three-group HEX or HEX(3 group). Solution by the finite-difference

approximation is employed with a two-dimensional hexagonal mesh.

In this program the core and the reflector can have different

physical properties and the physical properties of each cell are

given as input. It is easy to define an outside circular boundary

where the flux is zero, but a second interior circular boundary can-

not be simultaneously defined. The program does not treat accurately

the change in the diffusion coefficient between the core and reflector.

This program solves the diffusion equations with the homogeneous

assumption. A more complete description of the program is given in

AECL report, CRT-1130, by Fowler and Kennedy.

We can see that calculations for a reflected heterogeneous

lattice will be in error due to the homogeneous approximation, (i.e.

cell properties are assumed to be the same as they would be in an

infinite lattice) and also due to the fact that changes in the

diffusion coefficient are not treated properly. The fact that one

cannot define an interior circular boundary also leads to some

difficulties for certain geometries (i.e. in the case of ZED-2

where there is circular boundary at the graphite). The lattice is

assumed to be uniform in the third dimension and the flux in this

direction is assumed to have a cos n z shape, where H is the extra
H

polated height and z is the co-ordinate measured from the centre of

the lattice.

FLAME is a computer program for the G-20 which solves the two-

group neutron diffusion equations in one dimension. The program

assumes azimuthal symmetry and solves the diffusion equation in the
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radial dimension. The core and the reflector are represented by a

series of concentric rings having homogeneous properties. This

program is suitable if a lattice can be reduced to a series of

homogeneous regions in the form of concentric annuli. FLAME can

accept up to 24 regions including air gaps. This program treats

changes in the diffusion coefficient properly. In the case of a

hexagonal lattice with reflector, the core reflector boundary must

be approximated by a circle. The axial flux is assumed to be

proportional to cos IT z, where z is the elevation from the centre of
H

the pile and H the extrapolated height. A more complete description

of FLAME is given in an AECL report, RPI-10l by Fowler.

In the early 1950's J.D. Stewart developed his "microscopic-

discrete" theory. Similar theories have been developed independently

in Russia and the U.S. and are referred to variously as "heterogeneous Tt ,

Ttsmall source Tt , and TtFeinberg-Galanin Tt theories. In August'64

Stewart outlined a form of the theory which was suitable for use on

the G-20, a:q.d Kennedy and Cowley subsequently incorporated this into

the code called "SYMMETRIZE".

SYMMETRIZE is a two dimensional, two group code which can handle

a number of core sites (on a hexagonal lattice) in a circular cylin-

drical tank with uniform properties over a height, H, in the axial

direction. The slowing down properties and thermal diffusion constant

are assumed to be uniform throughout the tank. The positions and

properties of the core sites are input to the program. Only up to

40 core site positions may be specified but there are three modes of

operation with respect to azimuthal symmetry which can allow up to

about 400 core sites to be considered provided that th~re is enough

azimuthal symmetry. The zeroth mode of operation uses no azimuthal
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symmetry and hence in thts mode no more than 40 core sites can be

treated. The first mode uses 6-fold rotational symmetry (a 600

segment is specified and this is assumed to be repeated six times).

The second mode uses l2-fold symmetry (a 300 segment is specified

and this is reflected once to give a 600 segment which is then assumed

to be repeated six times). It should be emphasized that, regardless

of the mode used, the method assumes a high degree of azimuthal

symmetry in the treatment of finite reflectors (i.e. in most

practical cases). If the reflector is effectively infinite the

method should give good results regardless of the degree of azimuthal

sYmmetry. The calculation proceeds by the use of fast, resonance

and thermal line sources and sinks, whose relative strengths are

essentially determined by the input parameters (a, ~ and p) of each

core points. The output of SYMMETRIZE consists of an eigenvalue,

the relative thermal absorption rate per unit of length in each rod,

the fast flux at a distance of c em's around each rod and the ratio

of resonance to thermal absorption per unit of length in each rod.

The eigenvalue is the factor by which the neutron yield, ~, must be

multiplied to give criticality.

The main characteristic of SYMMETRIZE is the fact that the

program takes into account the heterogeneous structure of the pile.

One of the assumption of the program is the representation of a

fuel site by line sources and sinks. Also the physical properties

of the moderator and the reflector are assumed to be the same. The

effect associated with the line-lattice is assumed to extend in an

infinite moderator. The_axial dependance of the flux is again

assumed to be proportional to cos n z, where z is the elevation from
H

the centre of the pile and H is the extrapolated height. The finite
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radius of the pile is taken in account by the generation of a

negative thermal flux in the reflector which cancels the flux at the

extrapolated radius.

III STUDY OF ZED-2 LATTICES

a) DATA

The experimental data used in this study were obtained from

Dr. R.E. Green from lattice measurements with 7 and 19-element D20

cooled U0 2 clusters in ZED-2. The cores were 55 rod hexagonal

lattices. The data are given in Table I. The estimated parameters

were also obtained from R.E. Green and these have been adjusted so

that the material bucklings agree with the measured bucklings.

b) NOTATION FOR COMPUTER CASES STUDIED

A systematic notation was used to denote each calculated case.

The system is the following one:

Sab SYMMETRIZE case

H2ab HEX (2 group) case

H3ab HEX (3 group) case

Fab FLAME case

FEab FLAME case with actual outer geometry

a =I b (D,L 2 ) CORE ~ (D,L 2 ) REFLECTORs s
a = b (D,L 2 ) CORE = (D,L 2 ) REFLECTORs s
a = 1 28 cm pitch 7 EL&~ U0 2 cluster

a = 2 28 cm pitch 19 ELEM U0 2 cluster

a = 3 19 cm pitch 7 ELEM U0 2 cluster

a = 6 24 cm pitch 19 ELEM U0 2 cluster

In all the cases where the values of slowing down area and diffusion

coefficient of the core and the reflector are assumed to be the same,
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the slowing down area is that of the core and the diffusion

coefficient is that of the reflector.

c) CASES STUDIED

Table II shows the cases studied in this analysis. All these

cases except the FE ones use an effective thickness of D20ao

reflector. The derivation of this effective thickness is discussed

in Appendix I. The FEao cases use the actual geometry of ZED-2 as

described in Table I.

SYMMETRIZE cases were made consistent with the Haa cases. This

involves making the slowing down properties and thermal diffusion

constant uniform in the HEX cases (and the same as these properties

in SYMMETRIZE), and making the values of k"", L2 and p for each core

point in HEX and a, ~ and p for each core point in SYMMETRIZE

mutually consistent: in the sense that for large uniform lattices

of a given type of core site the two methods of calculations would

give the same eigenvalue. In this way the input to SYMMETRIZE can

be made to correspond to the infinite lattice properties which we

normally use and which form the basis of input to HEX (see Appendix

II).

FLAME was used, with both an equivalent D20 reflector and the

actual geometry, to evaluate the error arising from simulation of

the actual reflector by an equivalent D20 reflector. FLAME cases

were done with both the same and different values of (D,L2 ) in thes

core and reflector to evaluate the correction required for the

SYMMETRIZE cases, where the properties had to be the same in both

core and reflector. HEX cases were also done with different values

of (D,L~) in the core and reflector to see how well the effect of

this change agreed with the FLAME results. Cases on HEX (3 group)
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were done to see the effect of an increased number of groups.

d) RESULTS

Table II gives the values of keff calculated for the cases

studied. The value of keff calculated from HEX (3 group) was corrected

to a two-group model to be consistent with the fact that the para

meters of Table I were made consistent with the measured buckling on

the basis of a two-group model.

IV ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

a) CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO THE CALCULATED keff .

As it can be seen from the description of HEX, SYMMETRIZE and

FLAME, various corrections should be applied to each of these pro

grams to reproduce the condition of the ZED-2 lattices. These

corrections are:

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

3 group correction (HEX, FLAME SYMM.)

heterogeneous correction (HEX, FLAME)

outer boundary correction (HEX, SYMM.)

core boundary correction (FLAME)
2

change of (D,Ls ) between moderator and reflector.

(HEX, SYMM.)

i) 3 Group Correction

The accuracy of calculation is expected to increase when a

multigroup model is used in the calculation. HEX (3 group) and HEX

(2 group) calculations were compared to see the influence of
o

computation with two and three group models. The keff derived from

HEX (3 group) cases were corrected to a two group model to be

consistent with the parameters of Table I which were derived from

the measured buckling and a two group model. This correction factor

is given by
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The three group correction is given by the difference in keff between

cases H3aa and H2aa. This correction was assumed to be valid for

each of the cases involving the two group model.

ii) Heterogeneous Correction

SYMMETRIZE is the only program used in this study that takes

into account the heterogeneous structure of the lattices. The

heterogeneous correction is given by the difference in keff between

cases Saa and H2aa. The a-values used in the SYMMETRIZE cases were

those of the third relationship of Appendix II. This correction

was assl®ed to be applicable to HEX and FLAME.

iii) Outer Boundary Correction

HEX and SYMMETRIZE cases were set up with an equivalent D20

reflector (see Appendix I). The effect of this approximation is

indicated by the difference in keff between cases FEao and Fao since

the conditions are the same except for this outer boundary condition.

This correction is assumed to be valid for all the cases where the

equivalent D20 reflector was used.

iv) Core Boundary Shape Correction

In FLAME the actual core is approximated by a cylindrical

homogeneous core. The correction for this approximation is given

by the difference in keff between cases H2aa and Faa. This correction

applies only to FLAME.

v) Variation of (D,L 2) in the Core and the Reflector. s~--"'~~~-.;;,.;;;...o:.-=..;..;.-....:...;;.;=---,-,;,=:;=-;;..;..=

y 2
In SYMMETRIZE the D sand Ls of tOhe core and the reflector are

assumed to be the same. The correction for this deviation from the
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experimental conditions is obtained from cases Fao and Faa. This

correction is assumed to apply to all cases where the properties of

the core and the reflector are ass1~ed to be identical. Since HEX

does not treat a chanfe in diffusion coefficient properly this cor

rection can be applied to the HEX cases with uniform (D,L2 ). It iss

also assumed that the difference between these corrected HEX cases

and the HEX cases with variable (D,L~) is due to the error in treat

ing changes in D.

Table III gives the values of the corrections to keff derived

for each program. Table IV gives the corrected values of keff , when

these corrections are applied to the output values of keff .

b) FIT OF THE THERMAL FLUX

Up to this point it has been assumed that the measured bucklings

are correct. It was thoufht worthwhile to investigate, using

SYMMETRIZE fluxes, the correspondence between bucklings derived from

fitting these fluxes by the same methods which had been used in the

measurements and the material buckling which could be calculated

from the program input and the eifenvalue output.

The thermal fluxes calculated by SYMMETRIZE were fit by the same

methods used for fitting the experimental thermal fluxes. The

calculated fluxes are at the rod sites rather than at mid-cell points

but to a first approximation this should introduce no difference in

the derived bucklings.

The methods which had been used for fitting the experimental

measurements in the 7 and 19-element U02 cluster lattices were

different. For the 7-element U02 cluster lattices the usual method

of determining the radial buckling in cylindrical geometry was used.

The neutron activation distributions, A(r), were measured with foils

placed at equivalent cell positions and the results were fit using
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where A1
2 is the radial buckling.

This method was considered to be valid over a region of constant Cd

*ratio. Recent accurate measurements in D20 - moderated lattices

have shown that significant systematic errors can result from apply-

ing the first method of fitting. The errors are greatest in closely

spaced lattices with thick reflectors.

The method of fitting for the 19-element U0 2 cluster lattices

was based on a two-group model for the analysis of the neutron

activation distribution, A(r). The measured activities of the foils

were fitted according to:

A(r) = b J o (A2r) + c 1
0

(~r),

where ~2 = 1 + 1- + 2s2 + A 212 L2 2
s

~2 = axial buckling,

-, ;: 2 4(k",,-1)J 1 1 1 2
A 2 = 1 V(.1 + 1 ) + 2 - - (2 + -2 + 2s )

2 2 12 ~ L2L 2 L L
s s s

The fit was made with STIF IV (a G 20 program) which uses a least

squares method to give b, c, and A2 . The fourth parameter, ~, is

kept constant due to the fact that the number of experimental points

is not large enough to permit a good determination of the four

parameters. Therefore ~ is determined from computed values for L2

and Ls
2 , the measured value of s2, and with A2

2 approximated by the

derived values of ~12. This approximation is valid since A2
2 is

typically only a few percent of~. Great accuracy in computing

¥ fTDetermination of radial buckling in reflected reactors 11 by
KoJo Serdula, RoE. Green (AECL) ANS Transactions: VoloS, No.1.
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(1 2 + 1-2 ) is not required because a 10% change in this term
L Ls

produces < 1/2% change in the derived value of A2
2 •

The SYMMETRIZE results for the 7 element U0 2 cluster lattices

were also fitted using the second method to see the difference in

the bucklings derived by the two methods. Table V gives the results

of fitting the S11~TRIZE fluxes as discussed above as a function of

number of points used in the fitlpoints at the greatest radius are

removed as the number of points decreases]. The values underlined

in this table correspond most closely to the procedure used in deriving

the measured values.

A comparison of the buckling derived from the flux fitting, and

the material buckling is a measure of the accuracy of the model on

which the fitting procedures are based. Table VI gives this com

parison for the SYMMETRIZE results. Note that, in deriving these

results, small changes in buckling are related to small changes in

keff using the two-group criticality condition. This table shows

the material buckling required in the SYMMETRIZE cases for criticality,

the buckling derived by fitting the fluxes with the method most

similar to that used in deriving the corresponding measured buckling,

and the difference between the two.

If we now drop the assumption that the measured bucklings are

correct and assume instead that they must have similar corrections

applied to them as those shown in table VI we get the results shown

in table VII. Note that the degree of agreement displayed in

table VII is similar to that shown in table IV. In both tables

only 1 cape shows a disagreement of more than 1 mk. Note, however,

that this case is a different one in the two tables.
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CONCLUSIONS

The work of this report shows that SYMMETRIZE can now be used

to obtain useful results. When the program is properly used, the

agreement with experiment seems satisfactory.

In using results from a single program one must be careful of

errors associated with approximations in the program. Increased

accuracy can often be obtained by the us~ of several programs, each

containing different approximations.

Our understanding of measured critical sizes and flux distri

butions seems to be in fairly good shape, especially for large,

widely spaced lattices. Discrepancies occur for small undermoderated

lattices and more work would be required to sort this out completely.

It would appear that errors introduced through the measurements and

interpretation of the measurements are important in this regard.
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APPENDIX I

CALCULATION OF THE EQUIVALENT THICKNESS OF D20 REFLECTOR

To enable us to compare the different methods of calculation,

the determination of the equivalent thickness of D20 reflector was

necessary due to the fact that most of these programs use a uniform

reflector for best results. The ZED-II reactor is composed of an

aluminum tank surrounded by an air gap and graphite reflector.

The calculation was based on the assumption that all neutrons

are thermal at the calandria. The equivalent thickness of D20

reflector reproduces the same logarithmic derivative at the inner

face of the aluminum tank. To simplify the calculation, Aluminum-

The result showed a change of a

Air regions were homogenized.

The calculation using L2
D 0 = 9541.02, DD 0 = .82823 shows

2 2
that the equivalent outer radius of the reactor with a D20 reflector

is 197.42 cm. The calculation was repeated with L2
D 0 = 7369.59,

2
to see the variation of the equivalent outer radiusDD 0 = 0.82387

2
with changes to this parameter.

few parts in one thousand. With respect to this small variation a

constant outside radius of 197.42 cm was adopted in all the cases.
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APPENDIX II

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN a AND L2

CRRP-1228

In SYMMETRIZE thermal absorption in a fuel rod is represented

by a line sink. It is important in the calculation to define a

proper value for the line sink strength. J.D. Stewart, in the notes

from which SYMMETRIZE was written, suggested a method of estimating

the thermal sink strength on the basis of the lattice value L2 and

the assumption of a constant thermal source across the cell. While

the assumption of a constant thermal neutron source across the cell

is physically reasonable, it is not consistent with the model of the

program itself. In the program, for calculations in a uniform

lattice, the thermal neutron source distribution across the cell is

that arising, on the basis of one group diffusion theory for the

slowing down process, from a lattice of fast line sources. This

unfortunately departs considerably from constancy in the range of

lattice spacings of interest. Therefore it was thought advisable

to derive a new relationship between a and L2 based on the shape

of the thermal neutron source distribution in the cell of a uniform

lattice as it would be calculated by the program. This has led to

two new relationships between a and L2 - in one case tne thermal

absorption in the moderator being neglected in getting the shape of

the distribution, while in the other it is taken in account.
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NOTATION

D = diffusion coefficient of the moderator = ~tr/3

a = outside radius of the rod

b = cell radius = .5250376 x lattice spacing

d = lattice spacing

S = line source strength per unit of length

¢(r) = neutron flux

CRRF:...1 22$

~a = macroscopic cross section of absorption of the moderator

~2 = D-l~a = reciprocal diffusion area of the moderator

f = thermal utilization of the rod

a = line sink strength

Ppq = thermal flux at (p,q)

(all of D,rl, ~a occur with or without subscript f)
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In a real pile at the outside radius ITa TI of a rod there is a

property (called diffusion impedance) at TlaTl

¢(a) = r(a)
a¢ T (a)

(1)

In the idealized pile, it can be shown that the flux very near

the rod axis is given by

- ~(r-r )
Ppq II + a ~n /9 (2)

This relation holds for any kind of distribution of the thermal

source of neutron in the moderator. For the connection between

r(a) and a we have, neglecting the absorption between r = 0 and

r = a and assuming no thermal neutron sources,

a- l = r(a) - tn ~

A- Constant thermal neutron sources with no absorption in the

moderator

We can show that

(J)

Sb
2

.. -
¢(r) = ¢(a) + 2D(b 2_a2 )

( 22
.tn E. _ S r -a )

a 4D(b2_a2)
a < r < b

is the solution of the diffusion equation with zero gradient at the

cell boundary. We can also show from the relations

lim 1 - f = absorption in the moderator =
2rrL:a Jbr ¢(r) dr ( 4)a

a-:).o f production S

1 2 (l-f)
)'(2

and using (3) to determine ¢(a),

that

i ~ 1 + (bf )2 [a-1 + ~n .5250376 + 0. 75] ( 5 )
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L2 = b~ f la-I + tn. 52503 76 + o. 75 ]

CRRP,...1228

B- Thermal neutron source given by the distribution due to fast

line sources and slowing down by one group diffusion (without

absorption in the moderator).

The source of thermal neutrons is given by

lK ()f( b) Jq(r) = A. 1 f I (~fr) + K (Xfr)
I ()t b) 0 0

1 f

where

A = _ S'4if (K1(Xfb)

2rra l IIO(fb )

1-1

II ()(fa) -K1 ('rtfa) )

It can be shown that the solution of the diffusion equation

':}2¢(r) .91d
D

is ¢(r) = ¢(a) + c + c2 ~n r _ g(r)x
1 n ~

f

_)\2

~
f

with the boundary conditions

T
¢ (b) = 0 , r = b

g(r) = 0, r = ac1 + c 2 In r - 2
D ){f

Using again (3) and (4) we can show that

2[ [K (y( b) }1. = 1 + (b )() a-I + 1 f + tn [2/ y )'1 dJ
f 2 I (rt b) f

1 f

l 2 [ K Crt b) j]L2 = f ~ a-I + 1 f + tn t2/y 'E1f d} - h
II (J\.fb ) ){f

where y 1. 781072
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C- Thermal navtron source given by the distribution due to fast

line sources and slowing down by one group diffusion (with absorption

in the moderator)

The source of thermal neutron is given by

r
K ()( b) Jq(r) = A 1 f I (~fr) + K (¥fr)
I ()'( b) 0 0

1 f

where A is given by

A = lim
a70 ta

S

2'Ifr
r~l (d1. f b)

~l ('l{fb)
I ('¥tfr) + Ko 0 (Urrl] dr

S}( 2
= f

2'If

The solution of the diffusion equation

v 2¢(r) _y(2¢(r) = _.9.l!:l
D

is

¢(r)
B ~l ev{b)

l!l ()(b)
1

0
(llrl + Ko (;(rl] -q( r)

D()( f 2 _ yt 2 )

with boundary condition

limf- 2'Ifr D ¢(r)1= -s
r-7 O .

2
B=SY(

2'If ('~f2 _ }{2 )

¢(r) = ¢(a) + f(r) - f(a)

where f(r) = S [ g (}1, r) - g ('y\fr) ]
- 2 2
2'IfD(rt f -){)

with g (yt. r) = Y1. 2 U1Mibl I (y(. r l + K ()(. r) J
1 1 II ("tL i b) o 1 0 1
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Using (3) and (4) we can show that

1. = 1 + (~)<)2 L-a-1 + h (j(r) - h ()'\)l
f _

LZ ~ b ~r [a -1 + h ()(r ) - h ()()]

CRRP~1228

)(.2
- l 2where h(){i) - (lt

f
2 _){ )

with y = 1.781072

lK1°l;b) + 'n lZjy Y\i~l
I (yt. b)

1 l _



TABLE I

PARAMETERS FOR 7 AND 19 ELEMENT U0 2 CLUSTERS

(TFESE ARE ALL 55-ROD HEXAGONAL CORE-PARAMETERS FROM POOOF BUT k~, P MODIFIED TO GIVE THE MEASURED BUCKLING):

7-ROD LATTICES

CORE PARAMETERS:

PITCH (em)

19

28

CORE (em) EXTRAPOLATED L2(em) 2 D1 D2k"" P Ls(em)
RADIUS HEIGHT (em)

73.97 239.65 1.12924 0.86513 104.712 136.041 1.20431 0.85945

109.02 191.39 1.20507 0.93547 255.933 126.335 1. 2023 2 0.84224

D20 REFLECTOR PROPERTIES (OUTER RADIUS = 168.00 em)

19

28

ALUMINUM TANK (OUTER RADIUS = 168.64 em)
THE SAME PARAMETERS WERE USED FOR ALL PITCHES

o
o

1.0000 9549.80

1. 0000 9541. 02

125.122

125.093

1.20087

1.20073

.82806

.82823

AIR GAP (OUTER RADIUS = 171.80 em)
FLAME AUTOMATICALLY TAKES CARE OF AIR GAPS

GRAPHITE REFLECTOR (OUTER RADIUS = 231.80 em)
THE SAME PARAMETERS WERE USED FOR ALL PITCHES

o 1.0000 267.89 6150.80 3.0139 ).2763

o 1.0000 3023.00 364.00 0.9167 0.9167



TABLE I

(eontfd)

19-ROD LATTICES

CORE PARAMETERS:

PITCH (em) CORE (em) EXTRAPOLATED k", P L2(em2) L2(em2) D1 D2RADIUS HEIGHT (em) s

24 93.444 260.99 1.13118 0.90179 169.807 143.030 1. 25722 .8868J

28 109.018 245.46 1.15272 0.92634 239 .. 405 135.799 1.24176 .86946

D20 REFLECTOR (OUTER RADIUS = 168.00 em)

24

28

ALUMINUM TANK (OUTER RADIUS = 168.64)
SAME AS FOR 7-ROD LATTICES

o

o
1.0000

1.0000

7348.80

7369.59

124.497

124.531

1. 2003 5

1.20050

AIR GAP (OUTER RADIUS = 171.80
SAME AS FOR 7-ROD LATTICES

GRAPHITE REFLECTOR (OUTER RADIUS = 231.80 em)
SAME AS FOR 7-ROD LATTICES



TABLE II
Summary of Eigenvalues (keff ) for various cases

HEX-3G HEX-2G FLAME SYMMETRIZE

COt:JST (D, L;) CONST (D,L 2) ACTUAL CONST (D,L 2) ACTUAL EXPtT CONST (D ,L 2)
s D L2 s D L2 s,

.... s
7 ELEM H-311 H-211 H-210 F-ll F-l0 FE-l0 8-11
28 CM PITCH 0.99953

corrected 1.00108 1.00143 1.00039 1.00020 1.00057 1.00080
value
1.00044

19 ELEM H-322 H-222 H-220 F-22 F-20 FE-20 8-22
28 CM PITCH 0.99856

corrected 0.99942 0.99999 0.99932 1.00185 1.00138 0.99841
value
0.99920

7 ELj!;M H-333 H-233 H-230 F-33 F-30 FE-30 S-33
19 CM PITCH 0.99836

corrected 0.99943 1.00232 1.00442 1.00694 1.00669 0.99730
value
.99955

19 ELEM H-366 H-266 H-260 F-66 F-60 FE-60 8-66
24 CM PITCH 0.99524

corrected 0.99636 0.99771 0.99799 1.00209 1.00175 0.99445
value
0.99606



TABLE III

Summary of CorrectionsAk
eff

in mk

LATTICE SYMMETRIZE HEX - 3 Gr
(1)

HEX 2 Gr
(1)

FLAME (Fe_ao)(l)(H-3aa) (H-2ao)

3 Group VAR(D,L
2

) Outer VAR(D,L
2

) Heter Outer VAR(D,L
2

) Heter 3 Group Outer Heter 3 Group Core
s Boundary s Boundary s Boundary Bound

Shape

7 ELEH -0.64 -0.19 +0.37 -0.19 -0.28 +0.37 -0.54 -0.28 -0.64 +0.37 -0.28 -0.64 +0.69
28 CH PITCH

19 ELEH -0.22 +2.53 -0.47 +2.53 _1.01 -0.47 +1. 96 -1. 01 -0.22 -0.47 -1.01 -0.22 +0.10
28 CH PITCH

7 ELEH +0.12 +2.52 -0.25 +2.52 -2.13 -0.25 -0.37 -2.13 +0.12 -0.25 -2.13 +0.12 -4.99
19 CH PITCH

19 ELEH -0.30 +4.10 -0.34 +4.10 -1. 91 -0.34 +2.75 -1. 91 -0.30 -0.34 -1. 91 -.30 -1. 63
24 CH PITCH

(1) Case to which corrections are to be applied.

Corrections: 3 GrouP2- 3 group correction. 2
VAR(D,L

s
) - Correction for variation of (D,L

s
) from core to reflector

Heter - Heterogeneous correction
Core Bound Shape - Correction for shape of core boundary
Outer Boundary - Correction for approximation of equi~a1ent D

2
0 reflector.



TABLE IV

CORRECTED EIGENVALUES (keff )

NOTE: All four programs give the same corrected eirenvalues .

LATTICE

7 ELEM
2$ CM PITCH

19 ELEM
2$ CM PITCH

7 ELEM
19 CM PITCH

19 ELEM
24 eM PITCH

CORRECTED
EIGENVALUES

1. 00034

1.00025

0.99969

0.99791



TABLE V

BUCKLINGS DERIVED FROM FLUX FITS OF SYMMETRIZE CASES.

(B 2 in M- 2)

I

Number Sll S22 S33 S66
of
Radib.1 Jo Jo + 10 Jo + 10 Jo Jo + 10 Jo + Ie
Points Fit Fit Fit Fit Fit Fit

8 5.067 5.144 3.980 4.364 5.097 4.185

7 5.089 5.151 3.986 4.559 5.101 4.191

6 5.128 5.165 4.011 4.810 5.444 4.288

5 5.148 5.163 4.005 5.103 5,297 4.251

4 5.160 5.157 4.000 5.222 5.330 4.253

3 5.158 5.250



TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF BUCKLINGS FOR SYMMETRIZE CASES

Symmetrize Material Buckling Difference
Case Buckling Req'd Derived From (Mat. - Fit)

For Criticality Flux Fitting
(m- 2) (m-2) (m- 2)

Sll 5.118 5.148 -.030

S22 1.981 3.980 +.001

S33 5.327 5.103 +.224

S66 4.254 4.185 +.069



TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF "CORRECTED" MEASURED BUCKLINGS
WITH CORRECTED SYMMETRIZE RESULTS

-

Symmetrize Measured "Corrected" Symmetrize Corrected Difference
Case Buckling Measured Material Symmetrize In Corrected

Buckling Buckling Material(l) Bucklings
Buckling Meas. -Sym

(m- 2 ) (m- 2) (m- 2) (m- 2) -2 6keffm
in mk

Sll 5.141 5.111 5.118 5.131 - .020 -0.7

S22 3.936 3.937 3.981 3.929 +.008 +0.3

S33 5.208 5.432 5. 327 5.222 +.210 +4.7

S66 4.065 4.134 4.254 4.136 -.002 -0.1
I ,

(1) Corrections from table III applied.




